
4TH CBRE MEETING, BANGALORE
Saturday, September 03, 2011, 3:30 PM

Sweet Chariot Cafe, Near Police Station, Jayanagar, Bangalore
Contact: Venkatesan: 9845692809, Bhavani: 9880940794, Ramakrishna: 9880709149, Suresh Jonna: 8050546592

A g e n d a
(This Agenda is prepared in accordance with CBRE members)

1. Welcome Speech:

Welcome speech by regular and active members of CBRE. 
Like… thanking all members for making it to 4th CBRE meet, how it benefitted them for being part of CBRE, and how they can contribute to 
CBRE society.

2. Introduction of New members:  

New members are requested to Self Introduce themselves.
Like… their name, designation, place, hobbies, interests, any personal experience that the CBRE members may like to know.

3. Topic Discussion:

A Member of the CBRE will initiate a topic for discussion. Suggestion made by our CBRE member for the topic to be discussed at 4th CBRE 
is:

Ram Krishna: “Why Companies are not considering Consulting/Staffing HR people for Leadership roles?”

4. Announcements:

a. Campus Counseling (As suggested by our CBRE member in the previous CBRE meet)

Many college pass outs are under the impression that they are ready to become managers rather than starting a career from a 
humble beginning at low level. Such thought has to be changed; it can be done if we bring awareness program. We can visit 
colleges and convey our message: Campus Counseling.

In this regard we need volunteers who can visit colleges with us and counsel the students. Names of volunteers are taken from 
the members. (Note: Yet to be confirmed after consulting CBRE members)

Reference:  http://tinyurl.com/3vgfwsm

b. Work Therapy - Get rid of your stress / pressure.

Vijay anand is conducting a Work Therapy program that helps you reduce your stress and pressure at work on Sep 18th,

Bangalore. We need more participants to attend the program.

Reference: http://tinyurl.com/3eoqn3m

c. Any other announcements on events, or suggestions that a member wants to make

5. Oath:
Take an Oath on unethical hiring methods. By not counter offering, high CTC offerings go behind candidates etc

6. Disperse

Look at this Previous CBRE Meet Review
             http://tinyurl.com/3vgfwsm

                                                                     http://tinyurl.com/3drnyhv


